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Stellingen

behorende bij het proefschrift

Statistical methods for marginal inference from
multivariate ordinal data

Nazanin Nooraee

1. Different linear mappings of ordinal outcome levels into binary vectors do not
impact the GEE regression parameter estimates when the mappings are one-to-
one related.

– Chapter 2

2. Although statistical software packages (may) rely on strong theoretical back-
grounds, users should still verify the accuracy of package performances.

– Chapter 2

3. The T-copula with marginal logistic distributions supports a(n) (approximate) full
multivariate distributional logistic model for longitudinal ordinal outcomes.

– Chapter 3-4, 7

4. The multivariate distributional logistic model is at this moment the only marginal
model that simultaneously yields odds ratio interpretations for the regression pa-
rameters, addresses the correlation heterogeneity across subgroups, and deals
with incomplete data.

– Chapter 3

5. Given certain conditions, parameter estimates improve when the imputed items
for subjects who basically had missing score are eliminated.

– Chapter 5

6. Longitudinal scores imputation may not compensate the partially available infor-
mation on items, even when the imputed scores are bounded.

– Chapter 5

7. The latent variable binomial model for longitudinal sum scores provides effect
sizes of covariates at an item level and adequately manages missing scores and
partially missing items.

– Chapter 6

8. “Statistics is a body of methods for learning from experience.”
– Lincoln Moses

9. “In our lust for measurement, we frequently measure that which we can rather
than that which we wish to measure... and forget that there is a difference.”

– George Udny Yule

10. “Genius is 1% talent and 99% percent hard work...”
– Albert Einstein


